
EAHS Band 
Community or Concert Performance Make-up Assignment 

 
If a student misses a concert or a community performance, the student must 
attend a comparable performance that is approved by Mr. Barraclough and write 
an observation paper on the performance that they attend.  Here are the 
requirements for the papers.  Papers must be typed and written in full paragraph 
format.  Included should be an introduction, a body that includes information 
noted below, and a conclusion. 
 
Missed Concert – Attend a high school concert that is comparable in nature and 
evaluate all of the pieces performed. 

• Concert Evaluation – Evaluate each piece and discuss ensemble balance, 
tone, intonation, technique, musicality, musicianship of soloists, etc.  The 
paper must include information about the school, the overall facility, your 
thoughts on the conducting style (was the conductor easy to follow), and 
on the program…is it a well-balance program with a variety of styles of 
music, etc. 
 

Missed Parade (Community Performance)– Find a comparable parade and 
evaluate the bands in the parade. 

• Parade Evaluation – Evaluate each band in the parade on musicianship 
(ensemble balance, tone, intonation, technique, musicality, etc.), marching 
(in step marching, good step style, cover and alignment, intervals, etc.), 
appropriateness of the repertoire for the parade, quality of the band front 
performance, etc. 
 

Missed Band Festival (Community Performance)– Attend a comparable 
festival and do an evaluation of all of the bands at the festival. 

• Band Festival Evaluation – Evaluate all of the bands that perform at the 
festival each band should be evaluated on musicianship (ensemble 
balance, tone, intonation, technique, musicality, etc.), marching/visuals (in 
step marching, good step style, cover and alignment, intervals, good 
visuals, crisp formations, etc.), overall show effect (Does the band convey 
the show concept?  Does the band front performance enhance or detract 
from the show?  Is the show effective, i.e. tell a story, paint a picture, 
provide a connection to the audience, etc.), band front (Is the band front 
cohesive?  Does the band front performance enhance or detract from the 
show?  Do the flags/rifles, etc. go with the show?)   

 
These evaluations need to be completed within two weeks of the missed 
performance (end of the marking period if the missed performance is the 
Memorial Day Parade/Ceremony).    
	
	
	


